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Excess ammonium and nitrate are associated with physiological disorders in plants; however, these 
disturbances can be minimized with the use of silicon, especially in plants supplied with ammonium. 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of silicon on the presence of excess ammonium 
and nitrate in two cucumber varieties (Cucumis sativus) on physiology and growth of the plants. The 
experiment was carried out in hydroponic cultivated cucumber plants, at the São Paulo State 
University, Brazil. A completely randomized design was used with four replications, in a 2 × 3 × 2 
factorial corresponding to two sources of nitrogen (ammonium and nitrate) at a concentration of 10 
mmol L

-1
, three silicon concentrations (0, 1 and 10 mmol L

-1
) and two varieties of cucumber (Tsubasa 

and Hokushin). At 28 days after treatment application, evaluations were performed for silicon and 
nitrogen accumulation in the shoots, green color index, number of stomata, nitrate reductase activity, 
height, leaf number and dry matter mass. Silicon promoted an increase in the growth variables and 
improved the physiological parameters of the plants only when supplying the ammonium N source. The 
use of Si, independent of the cucumber variety, mitigated the toxicity of ammonium, resulting in greater 
total nitrogen accumulation and dry matter of plants; however, it did not benefit the plants under excess 
nitrate nitrogen. 
 
Key words: Cucumis sativus, nitrogen, nutritional disorder, beneficial element, stress. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Nitrogen (N) can be absorbed by plants in both the 
ammonium and nitrate forms, and these absorption forms 
can affect many physiological and biochemical processes 
including  photosynthesis,  enzymatic  activities  of  the N 

metabolism (Lasa et al., 2002; Cruz et al., 2011), 
development and morphology of the plant (Zhu et al., 
2000). 

Ammonium excess causes toxicity in plants, changes in
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intracellular pH, damage to the osmotic balance, 
metabolism of plant hormones and polyamines, and also 
induces mineral nutrient deficiency (Gerendas et al., 
1997). Summed with these factors, excess ammonium 
nitrogen also promotes an increase in the content of O2

-
 

and H2O2, inducing oxidative stress, lower production of 
chlorophyll and carotenoids (Wang et al., 2010), and 
consequently lower photosynthetic rates (Su et al., 2012), 
resulting in reduced growth, chlorosis and necrosis of 
leaves and roots (Wong, 2005). 

Nitrogen, when absorbed by plants in the nitrate form, 
even in excess, does not cause damage to plants 
because most species have a mechanism for nitrate 
accumulation in the vacuoles (Silveira and Crocomo, 
1990), resulting in no signs of toxicity (Lasa et al., 2001, 
2002). However, although its excessive accumulation 
does not harm the plant, consumption of these plants can 
cause harm to humans and animals (Santamaria, 2006). 

Plant species have different tolerances to excess N 
(Horchani et al., 2011). Some plants are more sensitive 
to excessive N (ammonium and nitrate), such as C. 
sativus (Roosta et al., 2009), especially ammonium, 
presenting toxicity symptoms at concentrations above 5 
mmol L

-1
 ammonium, causing reduced growth and 

development of plants (Roosta and Schjoerring, 2008; 
Roosta et al., 2009) and losses in dry matter 
accumulation (Roosta and Schjoerring, 2007). However, 
varieties of the same species may present differences 
regarding tolerance of excess N (Cruz et al., 2011), which 
could also vary in function of the form of N provided. 

To relieve stresses in plants, one option is the selection 
and the use of genotypes that are tolerant to certain 
stress. Another alternative is the use of beneficial 
elements, such as silicon (Si), which can reduce or 
alleviate stress caused by excess N in plants (Ma and 
Yamaji, 2006). Therefore, plants that accumulate Si, for 
example C. sativus (Liang et al., 2005) potentially have 
greater capacity to alleviate stress caused by absorption 
of high concentrations of N. 

Si is important to mitigate abiotic stresses caused by 
nutritional imbalances in plants (Ali et al., 2013). Excess 
N causes lodging and shading of the plants and with the 
use of Si these effects can be reduced due to deposition 
of silica in stems and leaf blades (Ma, 2004). 
Furthermore, the effect of Si on stress mitigation can be 
attributed to its involvement in metabolic and 
physiological activities of plants (Shen et al., 2010). 

Si promotes alterations in the anatomy of leaves, 
increasing thickness, leaf area (Farshidi et al., 2012), 
stomatal conductance (Ali et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2013) 
and promoting photosynthetic mechanisms (Mateos-
Naranjo et al., 2013) in plants under stress conditions. 

Associated with this, genotypes with more stomata may 
promote increases in photosynthesis and consequently 
the synthesis of carbon skeletons, culminating in 
increased assimilation of ammonia N and decreasing 
toxicity due to excess of this ion (Roosta and Schjoerring, 
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2008). 

The beneficial effects of Si may be related to increased 
antioxidant activity, reducing lipid peroxidation of the 
leaves (Jiao-Jing et al., 2009) and protecting and helping 
to maintain them. This may be reflected in the chlorophyll 
and green color index of plant leaves. 

Studies involving Si and excess ammonium and nitrate 
are still incipient in literature, generated a need to 
increase research in this area. Therefore, the hypothesis 
suggested is the use of Si to mitigate the effects of 
excess N in its ammonium and nitrate forms, independent 
of the cucumber variety cultivated. 

The objective of the present study was therefore to 
evaluate the effect of silicon on the presence of excess 
ammonium and nitrate in two cucumber varieties (C. 
sativus) with regards to physiology and growth of plants. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
The experiment was conducted in a greenhouse located at the 
Department of Soils and Fertilizers, FCAV/UNESP – Jaboticabal 
Campus, SP, with geographic coordinates of 21° 15' 22'' South, 48° 
18' 58'' West and elevation of 575 m, with cucumber plants 
(Cucumis sativus) grown hydroponically for 43 days. 

The experiment was setup in a completely randomized design, 
with four replications. The treatments were arranged in a 2 × 3 × 2 
factorial, corresponding to two nitrogen sources (ammonium and 
nitrate), applied at a concentration of 10 mmol L-1, three silicon 
concentrations (0, 1 and 10 mmol L-1) and two cucumber varieties 
(Hokushin and Tsubasa). Ammonium chloride and calcium nitrate 
were used as sources of ammonium and nitrate N, respectively, 
and potassium silicate as the source of Si. Concentrations of 
potassium and calcium were balanced between treatments so that 
they were maintained uniform, the sources were potassium chloride 
and calcium chloride, respectively. 

Each experimental unit consisted of a polypropylene pot with a 
lid, measuring 48 cm long, 11 cm wide at the lower base, 16 cm 
wide at the upper base and 17 cm tall, containing 8 L of nutrient 
solution and six cucumber plants. 

Seeds were sown in styrofoam trays with 288 cells, in substrate 
consisting of ground coconut husk. The plants remained in a 
greenhouse with controlled humidity conditions until presenting 
three leaves (15 days after germination), and after this period were 
transplanted to polypropylene pots. To fixate the plants in the holes 
present on the pot lids a cooler was used, and a string for staking 
each plant. From then on, the plants were grown in nutrient 
solution, proposed by Hoagland and Arnon (1950), using the N 
concentration according to the treatments. The nutrient solution 
was maintained under continuous oxygenation by means of an air 
compression system. 

The nutrient solution was exchanged weekly and the treatments 
were added in stages to prevent early toxicity due to excess 
nitrogen and impair the effect of silicon on the plants. Therefore, in 
the first week the complete nutrient solution with 50% ionic strength 
was used, but that the nitrogen concentration was 25% and silicon 
concentrations were 50%. As of the second week of cultivation the 
nutrient solution of Hoagland and Arnon (1950) was used with 
100% ionic strength, 50% nitrogen concentrations and 100% silicon 
concentrations. On the third week the nitrogen concentration was 
increased to 100% and silicon concentration remained at 100% in 
the nutrient solution. 

The nutrient solution used was that proposed by Hoagland and 
Arnon (1950), modified by changing the iron source to Fe-EDDHMA. 
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Water used in the hydroponic system was distilled and deionized, 
where solution levels were completed daily in each vessel with 
stock solutions corresponding to each treatment. Values of pH were 
adjusted to between 5.5 and 6.0 using solutions of HCl 1.0 mol L-1 
or NaOH 1.0 mol L-1. 

After 28 days of treatment application, four plants were selected 
per experimental unit and the following variables were assessed: 
height, leaf area, green color index, the nitrate reductase enzyme 
activity, shoot dry matter mass and a single plant was selected for 
counting the number of stomata. 

Measurements of height were made from the base of the 
styrofoam to the apical meristem of the main stem with the aid of 
ruler graduated in centimeters. The leaf area measurements were 
performed by collecting all the leaves per plant followed by 
determination using an integrator portable area meter (LI-Cor® LI-
3000C model). The green color index was determined on the third 
developed leaf from the apex, in the middle third of the leaves, 
during the period between 11:00 and 12:00 h in the morning, 
obtained with the aid of a green color index meter (Opti-Sciences® 
CCM-200 Chlorophyll Meter). 

The number of stomata was measured on the third developed 
leaf from the apex between 07:00 and 08:00 h in the morning, 
followed by preparation of three slides per leaf. Thus, a 
cyanoacrylate-based adhesive was applied to the median portion of 
the abaxial leaf surface followed by securing the leaf on the glass 
slide for two minutes, obtaining impression of the epidermal surface 
on the slide. For display, we used microscopy with 40x objective 
lens. On each slide the number of stomata in three fields of vision 
was counted, where each field corresponded to 0.1 mm2 of the leaf 
surface. 

Activity of the enzyme nitrate reductase was measured in the 
fourth developed leaf from the apex of the plants with the nitrate N 
source. For this the leaves were collected between 10:00 and 11:00 
h in the morning and soon after the analysis was performed in 
triplicate with the leaves in vivo according to the methodology 
proposed by (Cazetta and Villela, 2004). 

To obtain the dry mass of the shoots, the plants were collected, 
the shoots separated, washed, packaged in paper bags, dried in a 
forced air circulation oven (65°C) until constant weight and after 
drying the material was weighed on a precision scale. After 
obtaining the dry mass of the shoots, the material was ground in a 
Wiley mill and nitrogen concentrations were determined according 
to the methodology proposed by Bataglia et al. (1983) and silicon 
according to Kraska and Breitenbech (2010). From the nitrogen and 
silicon contents and the accumulation of dry shoot mass, the 
accumulation of these elements in the plant was calculated. 

The obtained data was submitted to analysis of variance by the 
F-test, followed by application of the Tukey test at 5% probability for 
comparison of the means, using the statistical program SISVAR 
(Ferreira, 2011). 

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Accumulation of N and Si 
 

Nitrogen accumulation in cucumber plants was influenced 
by the effect of the interaction among varieties and 
nitrogen sources and the interaction between nitrogen 
sources and silicon concentrations in the nutrient solution 
(Table 1). 

Upon comparison of the two varieties, when nitrogen 
was supplied via the ammonium source, greater 
accumulation of the nutrient was observed in the 
Tsubasa  variety.  However,  when N was supplied in  the 

 
 
 
 
nitrate form, the Hokushin variety accumulated more N in 
the shoots (Table 2). Considering only the nitrogen 
sources, it was found that regardless of the cultivar, when 
provided as a nitrate source there was greater 
accumulation of N in the shoots of cucumber plants. 
Similar results were reported by Cruz et al. (2011) when 
studying four varieties of pea (Pisum sativum L) 
subjected to sources of N (ammonium and nitrate), 
finding that the varieties have different adaptive 
responses to excess ammonium. This fact may be 
attributed to distinguishing features already existent 
among plant species (Lasa et al., 2002) and even 
varieties (Cruz et al., 2011) with regards to nitrogen 
fertilization. 

The accumulation of nitrogen in plants, independent of 
N supplied from ammonium or nitrate sources, was 
greater in the presence of Si with no difference between 
the concentrations of 1 and 10 mmol L

-1
 (Table 2). When 

evaluating the effect of N concentrations (nitrate and 
ammonium) and addition of Si in Brassica napus L. 
plants, Bybordi (2010) observed a beneficial ratio of Si 
with excess NH4

+
 to promote increases in production of 

fresh weight and leaf area. According to Ma and Yamaji 
(2006), the stress caused by high N doses can be 
reduced or mitigated by use of Si. 

The relationship of Si with N has also been verified by 
Bybordi (2012) and Feng et al. (2010) when reporting that 
in the presence of this beneficial element there was 
increased activity of enzymes acting in the N metabolism, 
such as nitrate reductase, glutamine synthetase, glutamate 
synthetase and glutamate dehydrogenase. This beneficial 
effect may be even more significant in Si accumulating 
plants, such as C. sativus (Liang et al., 2005). 

Silicon accumulation in cucumber plants was 
influenced by the following interactions: Varieties and 
nitrogen sources, varieties and Si concentrations, and N 
sources and Si concentrations (Table 1). Accumulation of 
this beneficial element in shoots of the varieties studied 
was higher in plants nourished with N in its nitrate form. 
When submitted to this nitrogen source increases of 
111.8 and 65.9% in Si accumulation were observed in the 
Hokushin and Tsubasa varieties, respectively (Table 2). 
For the nitrate source, there was no difference in Si 
accumulation between varieties, however for the 
ammonium source the Tsubasa variety presented greater 
accumulation (Table 2). 

In the absence of Si, for both N sources the plants 
presented lower accumulation of the element in relation 
to the treatment with silicon. No effect was observed on 
the accumulation of Si among the concentrations of 1 and 
10 mmol L

-1
 of the beneficial element, independent of the 

variety and N source (Table 2). 
Both cucumber varieties showed higher N and Si 

accumulation when submitted to the nitrate source 
compared to the ammonium source. This result is 
attributed to the fact that excess nitrate does not cause 
toxicity  to  plants  (Lasa  et  al.,  2001,  2002).   However,
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Table 1. Accumulation of nitrogen (N), silicon (Si) and the green color index (GCI) of two 
varieties of Cucumis sativus in function of silicon and nitrogen application.  
 

Varieties (V) 
Nutrient accumulation (mg plant

-1
) 

N Si GCI 

Hokushin 137.82 6.33 27.24 

Tsubasa 145.47 6.71 30.67 

MSD 4.71 0.27 0.89 

Si (Si)    

0 mmol L
-1 

110.76 3.08 25.67 

1 mmol L
-1

 157.04 8.20 30.62 

10 mmol L
-1

 157.13 8.29 30.58 

MSD 6.95 0.40 1.31 

Nitrogen (N)    

NO3
- 

174.26 8.49 31.63 

NH4
+ 

109.03 4.56 26.28 

MSD 4.71 0.27 0.89 
  

 F-test 

V 10.86** 8.06** 61.81** 

Si 177.23** 653.61** 56.58** 

N 790.77** 853.37** 149.73** 

V x N 111.49** 19.90** 25.61** 

V x Si 0.07
ns

 3.59* 0.04
ns

 

N x Si 75.61** 17.62** 36.96** 

V x N x Si 0.12
ns

 2.00
ns

 1.78
ns

 

CV (%) 5.7 7.2 5.2 
 

*, ** and 
ns

: Significant (P<0.05), (P<0.01) and non-significant by the F-test, respectively. MSD: 
minimum significant difference. 

 
 
 
Table 2. Effects of the interactions between varieties, silicon and nitrogen concentrations for accumulation of nitrogen, silicon and the green 
color index (GCI) of two varieties of the Cucumis sativus plant. 
 

Varieties (V) 

Nitrogen sources (N) 

NH4
+
 NO3

-
 NH4

+
 NO3

-
 NH4

+
 NO3

-
 

N (mg plant
-1

) Si (mg plant
-1

) GCI 

Hokushin 92.95
bB

 182.69
aA

 4.06
bB

 8.60
aA

 23.45
bB

 31.02
aA

 

Tsubasa 125.09
aB

 165.83
bA

 5.05
aB

 8.38
aA

 29.10a
B
 32.24

aA
 

MSD (V) 6.65 0.39 1.25 

MSD (N) 6.65 0.39 1.25 

   

Silicon (Si)   

0 mmol L
-1

 57.99
bB

 163.53
bA

 1.67
bB

 4.49
bA

 20.34
bB

 30.99
aA

 

1 mmol L
-1

 135.33
aB

 178.75
aA

 6.02
aB

 10.38
aA

 29.48
aB

 31.76
aA

 

10 mmol L
-1

 133.75
aB

 180.51
aA

 5.98
aB

 10.61
aA

 29.01
aB

 32.14
aA

 

MSD (Si) 9.83 0.57 1.85 

MSD (N) 8.15 0.47 1.54 
 

Equal lower-case letters in the columns do not differ by the Tukey test (P<0.05). Equal upper-case letters on the lines do not differ by the Tukey test 
(P<0.05). MSD: minimum significant difference. 

 
 
 

excess ammonium N generates damage to the root 
system, causing  necrosis  and  reducing  growth  (Wong, 

2005), further resulting in lower absorption of water, 
nutrients and Si, and therefore reduced plant growth. 
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Green color index 
 
The green color index (GCI) was influenced by the 
interactions between varieties and N sources, and N 
sources and silicon concentrations (Table 1). In both 
varieties the GCI was higher in treatments where N was 
provided in the nitrate form. These results can be 
attributed to excess ammonium causing a decrease in 
chlorophyll levels (Wang et al., 2010) with consequent 
chlorosis in the leaves (Wong, 2005) and increased 
synthesis of putrescine, evolving to necrosis of leaf 
tissues (Prado, 2008), resulting in the lower green color 
index found in this study. 

Upon comparing the two varieties, when fertilized with 
nitrate N no differences were observed in the GCI, 
however when fertilized with ammonium N it was found 
that Tsubasa presented a higher GCI in relation to 
Hokushin (Table 2). 

The use of Si promoted an increase in the GCI of 
plants fertilized with ammonium N (Table 2). However, 
there was no difference between the concentrations of 1 
and 10 mmol L

-1
 of the beneficial element, due to the 

absence of differences in Si accumulation between these 
concentrations (Table 2). It is known that Si promotes 
protective effects to photosynthetic mechanisms, and the 
balance of nutrients (Mateos-Naranjo et al., 2013), 
increasing the antioxidant activity of plants and 
decreasing lipid peroxidation of the leaves (Jiao-Jing et 
al., 2009). These benefits to the plant metabolism 
contribute to maintain the leaves photosynthetically 
active, thus mitigating the harmful effects of ammonium 
toxicity to the plants, resulting in an increase in 
chlorophyll synthesis that is reflected in a greater GCI. 

Although silicon promoted an increase in the green 
color index in plants cultivated with excess ammonium N, 
in plants cultivated with excess nitrate N the use of this 
beneficial element had no effect on the same variable 
(Table 2). The use of Si only benefited the plants 
submitted to excess ammonia, and is explained because 
excess nitrate does not cause toxicity to C. sativus 
plants, where toxicity is caused only by the use of 
ammonium (Roosta and Schjoerring, 2007), thus 
indicating the benefits of Si on plants under stress 
conditions. 
 
 
Enzymatic activity and number of stomata 
 
Activity of the nitrate reductase enzyme presented a 
significant effect (P<0.01) for the cucumber varieties, with 
higher values in the variety Hokushin than in Tsubasa. 
No significant effects were evident for Si concentrations 
or for interaction between varieties and Si concentrations 
(Table 3). These results are similar to those found by 
Bybordi (2010) in studies involving Si and N in Brassica 
napus L. plants. 

The number  of  stomata  was  influenced  only  by  the 

 
 
 
 
varieties, where the variety Tsubasa has a greater 
number of stomata when compared to the variety 
Hokushin. Although changes are reported in stomatal 
conductance with the use of high ammonium 
concentrations (Lopes and Araus, 2006), there was no 
effect between N sources and interactions (Table 3). 

Despite the fact that Si promoted changes in the 
anatomy of leaves, increasing the thickness, leaf area 
(Farshidi et al., 2012) and stomatal conductance in plants 
under stress conditions (Ali et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2013), 
no effect of the Si concentrations and interactions was 
observed regarding the number of stomata. 
 
 
Growth and production of dry matter mass 
 
The growth of cucumber plants, evaluated by the height, 
leaf area and dry matter accumulation, was influenced by 
the interaction between varieties and nitrogen sources 
and the interaction of nitrogen sources with silicon 
concentrations (Table 3). 

Plant growth evaluated with regards to height, leaf area 
and accumulated of dry matter mass, when fertilized with 
ammonium N, was always higher in the variety Tsubasa, 
however when the N source was nitrate, the highest 
values for all of these variables were obtained from plants 
of the variety Hokushin (Table 4). 

These results can be attributed to the different 
responses to excess N by the plant varieties (Cruz et al., 
2011) due to the characteristics of each species and 
variety regarding the site of organic ammonium N 
incorporation (Lasa et al., 2002), and enzyme activities 
that participate in the detoxification process of excess N 
(Doubnerová and Ryslavá, 2011). 

There was greater growth of plants under the nitrate N 
source, promoting increases of 65.3 and 19.2% for 
height, 141.9 and 82.8% for leaf area, and 136.4 and 
63.1% for the accumulated mass of dry matter in the 
varieties Hokushin and Tsubasa, respectively (Table 4). 

This occurred because the excess ammonium N 
caused toxicity in C. sativus plants, which are 
characterized as sensitive to excess ammonium (Roosta 
et al., 2009). Similar results were reported by Roosta and 
Schjoerring (2007) in studies with C. sativus plants and N 
sources (nitrate and ammonium), confirming that the 
accumulated mass of dry matter was lower in plants 
cultivated with ammonium N in relation to those cultivated 
with nitrate N. 

Excess ammonium in C. sativus plants causes 
imbalances between nutrients, leading to deficiency of 
calcium and magnesium (Roosta and Schjoerring, 2007), 
with harmful consequences to plant nutrition, and 
therefore growth and production of dry matter. The 
ammonium concentration of 10 mmol L

-1
 applied to the 

nutrient solution is considered high and toxic to the plants 
tested in this study. According to Roosta and Schjoerring 
(2008) and Roosta et al. (2009), ammonium concentrations 
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Table 3. Activity of nitrate reductase, number of stomata (NS), height, leaf area and accumulation of dry matter mass (DM) for plants of two 
varieties of C. sativus, in function of the application of silicon and nitrogen. 
 

Varieties (V) 
Nitrate reductase 

(μmol g
-1

 h
-1

) 
NS Height (cm) 

Leaf area 
(cm

2
) 

DM (g/plant) 

Hokushin 42.20
a
 44.92

b
 88.13 989.58 3.28 

Tsubasa 36.88
b
 49.08

a
 91.04 1004.21 3.35 

MSD 1.52 3.80 1.84 46.88 0.09 
      

Si (Si)      

0 mmol L
-1 

39.69 47.12 76.44 868.38 2.85 

1 mmol L
-1

 39.58 46.75 96.00 1056.77 3.54 

10 mmol L
-1

 39.36 47.13 96.31 1065.53 3.56 

MSD 2.26 5.62 2.72 69.23 0.14 
      

Nitrogen (N)      

NO3
- 

- 46.50 104.42 1349.20 4.38 

NH4
+ 

- 47.50 74.75 644.59 2.25 

MSD - 3.80 1.84 46.88 0.09 
  

 F-test 

V 53.90** 4.93* 10.35** 0.40
ns

 2.67
ns

 

Si 0.07
ns

 0.02
ns

 210.34** 30.96** 104.84** 

N - 0.28
ns

 1071.01** 929.13** 2200.74** 

V x N - 0.39
ns

 230.07** 25.51** 130.21** 

V x Si 0.04
ns

 0.16
ns

 0.65
ns

 1.27
ns

 0.90
ns

 

N x Si - 0.73
ns

 189.55** 27.88** 86.71** 

V x N x Si - 1.33
ns

 0.46
ns

 1.39
ns

 2.82
ns

 

CV (%) 4.5 13.8 3.5 8.0 4.8 
 

*, ** and 
ns

: Significant (P<0.05), (P<0.01) and non-significant by the F-test, respectively. MSD: Minimum significant difference. 
 
 
 
Table 4. Effects of the interactions between varieties, silicon and nitrogen for height, leaf area and accumulation of dry matter mass (DM) for 
two varieties of C. sativus plants. 
 

Varieties (V) 
NH4

+
 NO3

-
 NH4

+
 NO3

-
 NH4

+
 NO3

-
 

Height (cm) Leaf area (cm
2
) DM (g plant

-1
) 

Hokushin 66.42
bB

 109.83
aA

 578.90
bB

 1400.26
aA

 1.95bB 4.61
aA

 

Tsubasa 83.08
aB

 99.00
bA

 710.28
aB

 1298.14b
A
 2.55

a
B 4.16b

A
 

MSD (V) 2.60 66.30 0.13 

MSD (N) 2.60 66.30 0.13 

       

Silicon (Si)       

0 mmol L
-1 

49.13
bB

 103.75
aA

 394.07
bB

 1342.69
aA

 1.36bB 4.34
aA

 

1 mmol L
-1

 87.25
aB

 104.75
aA

 768.20
aB

 1345.35
aA

 2.70
a
B 4.37

aA
 

10 mmol L
-1

 87.88
aB

 104.74
aA

 771.51
aB

 1359.55
aA

 2.69
a
B 4.44

aA
 

MSD (Si) 3.84 97.90 0.19 

MSD (N) 3.18 81.20 0.16 
 

Equal lower-case letters in the columns do not differ by the Tukey test (P<0.05). Equal upper-case letters on the lines do not differ by the Tukey test 
(P<0.05). MSD: minimum significant difference. 

 
 
 
above 5 mmol L

-1
 cause damage to the growth and 

development of C. sativus plants. 
The low tolerance to excess ammonium by C. sativus 

plants may be associated with the location of  ammonium 
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assimilation, where most is assimilated in shoots (Roosta 
et al., 2009) and also by enzyme activity (glutamate 
dehydrogenase and glutamine synthetase) (Cruz et al., 
2006). However, excess nitrate is tolerable by most plant 
species, because it is accumulated in vacuoles (Lasa et 
al., 2001, 2002), thus showing no symptoms of toxicity. 

The use of Si in the nutrient solution at concentrations 
of 1 and 10 mmol L

-1
 promoted the best results for the 

variables of height, diameter, leaf area and accumulation 
of dry matter mass in plants supplied with ammonium N, 
however response of the beneficial element on plants 
supplied with nitrate N was not verified (Table 4). The 
beneficial effect of silicon on the growth of C. sativus 
plants subjected to stress conditions was confirmed by 
Zhu et al. (2004) when establishing that the use of Si (1 
mmol L

-1
) promoted an increase in the growth variables of 

plants under salt stress, resulting in higher accumulation 
of dry matter mass. These results, attributed to the fact 
that Si reduced the oxidative damage of membranes 
caused by salinity, indicated greater plant growth. 

The Si promoted increased antioxidant activity in 
plants, reducing lipid peroxidation, providing protection to 
plants against oxidative damage, and increased plant 
growth and development (Jiao-Jing et al., 2009). These 
effects on growth induced by Si in conditions of excess 
ammonium may be associated with its protective effects 
on the photosynthetic apparatus of plants (Mateos-
Naranjo et al., 2013) because excess ammonium has 
harmful effects on photosynthesis (Britto and Kronzucker, 
2002), such as lowering of the green color index (Table 
1). Thus the use of Si possibly mitigated this effect of 
ammonium toxicity. 

Although silicon promoted growth of the plants when 
supplied with ammonium N, no difference was observed 
between the concentrations of 1 and 10 mmol L

-1
 of this 

beneficial element, indicating that there were no losses in 
plant development when cultivated with high 
concentrations of Si. It was noted that this fact may 
possibly be explained by the occurrence of Si 
polymerization in the nutrient solution with increase in its 
concentration, reducing its absorption. Another 
explanation is that most of the absorbed Si, about 90%, is 
immobilized as biogenic opal on the outside of the cell 
wall (Silva and Bohnen, 2001), with only a small free 
amount in the plant. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

The use of Si independent of the C. sativus variety 
mitigates the toxicity of ammonium, resulting in higher 
accumulations of total nitrogen and dry matter of plants; 
however, it does not benefit plants under excess nitrate 
N. 
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